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“ ...a deplorable accident” - General Lewis B. “Chesty” Puller
On April 8, 1956, at 8 p.m., Staff Sergeant
Matthew McKeon, a combat veteran of World
War II and the Korean War, led Platoon 71, his
assigned platoon of 74 recruits, on an extra exercise to Ribbon Creek as a disciplinary measure.
McKeon led the platoon toward a swampy tidal
creek on Parris Island, near the eponymous Marine Corps recruit depot. Upon arriving 45
minutes later, McKeon jumped into the creek and
ordered the platoon to follow. From that point
forward, the platoon marched along the creek
bed and into deep water. Some of the men could
not swim, however, and six drowned during the
incident.
McKeon was brought to a court of inquiry
directly on the following day. At first, he was
classified mentally and "emotionally stable" and
"a mature, stable appearing career Marine." Later, the court recognized that the detailed directives regarding and prohibiting certain Marine
training methods were "correct and adequate,"
and that McKeon had launched an unnecessary
and unauthorized disciplinary action. It was also
found that he had been drunk. It was recommended that McKeon be court-martialled. Although McKeon himself claimed he held a minor
degree of guilt, he admitted to being only "part of
the system," and argued that the supervision regarding basic training should be restructured.
Staff Sergeant McKeon was brought to court
martial amidst a howl of public condemnation
about the "brutality" of Marine Corps training.
Many Marines came to McKeon's defense pointing out such training was necessary for survival.

McKeon's supervisor, Staff Sergeant E. H.
Huff, testified in his defense. He called McKeon
an outstanding drill instructor and said that
night marches were very common on Parris Island. He said the discipline in the platoon was so
poor that he would have taken the recruits on the
march himself if he had the time.
McKeon was defended by colorful civilian
attorney Emile Zola Berman, who would later go
on to defend Sirhan Sirhan. Berman put on a
vigorous defense that swayed both the court and
public opinion. Marine Corps Commandant
General Randolph Pate testified. One reporter
pointed out this was like "calling J. Edgar Hoover to testify about a problem within the
FBI".The trial's most dramatic moment, however, was the arrival of General Lewis "Chesty"
Puller, the most decorated Marine in the history
of the Corps. Berman called Puller to testify
about training methods. Although having some
very harsh private words for McKeon, Puller
called the incident in Ribbon Creek "a deplorable accident", but one that did not warrant court
martial. He said that discipline was the most important factor in military training. He quoted
Napoleon in saying that an army becomes a
"mob" without it. He mentioned his experiences
in the Korean War and one of the reasons troops
failed was because of lack of night training. General Puller felt that the press had blown this incident out of proportion because of prejudice they
had against the Marine Corps. He mentioned a
similar accident at an Army post where ten soldiers drowned and pointed out that none of their
(Continued on next page)
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superiors had been charged and that it had never
made headlines the way Ribbon Creek did
In the end, McKeon was acquitted of manslaughter and oppression of troops. He was found
guilty of negligent homicide and drinking on duty.
The sentence was a $270 fine, nine months of confinement at hard labor, rank reduced to private and
a bad conduct discharge.
The Secretary of the Navy later reduced the sentence to three months in the brig, reduction to private with no discharge and no fine. McKeon went
back on active duty. He was never able to regain his
former rank and was medically retired from the Marine Corps in 1959 by claiming a back injury. He
worked as an inspector of standards for his home
state of Massachusetts. In a 1970 Newsweek interview, he talked of his lifelong burden of guilt and
how he prayed to God every day to keep the boys in
his safekeeping and for forgiveness. Matthew
McKeon died on November 11, 2003, at the age of
79.
John C. Stevens wrote a book about the Ribbon
Creek incident called Court Martial At Parris Island.
He tracked down and interviewed many of McKeon's
recruits. Stevens pointed out that, with one exception, all of them spoke in favorable terms about
their former drill instructor. They claimed he was
not the sadist portrayed by the prosecution.
The incident led to several changes in Marine
Corps recruit training, following on reforms that
had begun in the early 1950s, in the wake of the
Korean War and a large influx of recruits into the
Corps. Recruit Training Commands, commanded by
Brigadier Generals directly appointed by and answering to the Commandant, was established
aboard both Parris Island and MCRD San Diego.
Within these commands, officers were selected to
oversee recruit training down to the Series level.
New Drill Instructor schools were established within
each command, and DIs were more carefully selected. The number of Drill Instructors assigned to each
platoon was expanded to three, rather than two,
and the role of the Drill Instructor was reformed to
emphasize example, leadership, persuasion and
psychology in the process of recruit training. Special
Training Company was also established to provide
remedial training to recruits needing additional
physical conditioning motivation, or education and
rehabilitation to recruits suffering from medical
conditions. The campaign cover was introduced as a
distinctive element of Drill Instructor dress, in part
to recognize a new norm of professionalism and specialization within the Drill Instructor billet, and in
part to signify a break from the "old" era of recruit
training and the "new".

Many of us who were on active duty in the
Marine Corps in 1956 when the accident at Ribbon Creek occurred have an additional connection
to the tragedy.
Shortly after the furor died down, all enlisted
personnel in the Marine Corps were required to
complete a multi-page questionnaire about their
experiences as recruits. The questions were very
pointed and addressed the issues of physical
mistreatment and hazing in great detail. I recall
we were given the survey by the Recon Company
Executive Officer and told to go to our bunks and
review each question carefully before marking any
answers. Many of the questions asked for written
explanations of our answers. We were not required to sign the questionnaire itself but were
asked to acknowledge receipt of it with our signature.
I vividly remember that one of the final questions on the survey asked for opinion about
whether the intensity of recruit training should
remain the same, decrease, or increase. In private discussion I recall that some of us laughed
about our answers to that question and several
confessed that they had answered that they
thought the training should be made harder.
HU
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Sign Formerly at MCRD Parris Island DI School

Amid a nationwide public outcry regarding the whole matter of the drownings in particular and Marine Corps training
practices in general, LtGen Lewis B. "Chesty" Puller was recalled to active duty to testify at the trial regarding Marine
training and tradition. Mrs. Puller protested to her husband
citing previous trouble and controversy in Puller's career. Puller told her, "...The important thing is the Marine Corps. If we
let 'em, they'll tear it to pieces. Headquarters won't speak up.
It's my duty to do it."
At the trial, Puller was asked questions pertaining to his
own military service, the mission of the Marine Corps, the most
important element of Marine training, etc. In part, Puller replied that:, "...The definition of military training is success in
battle. In my opinion, it is the only objective of military training..."
He quoted Napoleon. "He stated that the most important
thing in military training is discipline. Without discipline an
army becomes a mob." Puller was asked what he had learned
here (PISC) as a recruit. He replied, "Well, the main thing--that
I have remembered all my life--is the definition of espirit de
corps. Now my definition--that I was taught, that I've always
believed in--is that espirit de corps means love for one's military legion. In my case the United States Marine Corps. I also
learned that this loyalty to one's Corps travels both ways, up
and down."
"Q: Now, general, I want you to assume that what is the evidence in this case is a fact. That on a Sunday evening a drill
instructor took a platoon that was undisciplined and lacked
spirit and on whom he' tried other methods of discipline. And
that for purposes of teaching discipline and instilling morale he
took that platoon into a marsh or creek--all the way in front of
his troops--would you consider that oppression?
A: In my opinion it is not."

H. Campbell Photo 2009 (Forgive Geezer focus)

"Q: So, in your opinion, was this act of this drill instructor in
leading his troops, under those conditions and for that purpose, good or bad military practice?
A: Good......I would train my troops as I thought--as I knew
they should be trained--regardless of a
directive."
"Q: ...I lead these recruits into water over their heads and I lose
six of those men by drowning. Would you say that some action
should be taken against me?
A: I would say that this night march was and is a deplorable
accident."
"Q: Would you take any action against me if I were the one who
did that, if you were my Commanding Officer, sir?
A: ...I think, from what I read in the papers yesterday of the
testimony of General Pate before this court, that he agrees and
regrets that this man was ever ordered tried by general courtmartial."
"Puller went into the noncom's club that night with Berman, two Marine generals and other officers; the big crowd
stood, shouting until he spoke: 'I've talked enough for today.
This will be my last request. Do your duty and the Marine
Corps will be as great as it has always been for another thousand years.'
The applause was deafening."
" Marine, The Life of Lt. Gen. Lewis B. (Chesty) Puller, USMC (Ret.)" By
Burke Davis, 1962, Bantam
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- Matthew C. McKeon, the man court-martialed for the Ribbon Creek drowning, died on Veterans Day The day the corps changed—RIDGELAND SC:
On April 8, 1956, six Marine Corps recruits drowned in a disciplinary march into Ribbon Creek. The aftermath caused an
overhaul of basic training.By William H. Whitten Special to
the Carolina Morning News Matthew C. McKeon, the Parris
Island drill instructor who received national attention when he
was court-martialed after six of his recruits drowned during a
disciplinary march into Ribbon Creek on April 8, 1956, has
died at the age of 79.Ironically, he died on Veterans Day, Nov.
11.For days, news of the death of the man whose actions
caused an overhaul of Marine Corps basic training - some say
the demise of the "Old Corps" - has circulated by word of
mouth and e-mail throughout the Marine Corps community.McKeon's obituary appeared in the Worchester (Mass.) Telegram &Gazette but without reference to the Ribbon Creek
tragedy.After the most publicized court martial in Marine
Corps history - even Life magazine sent a sketch artist to the
trial - McKeon was acquitted on Aug. 4, 1956, of charges of
manslaughter and oppression of troops. He was found guilty of
negligent homicide and drinking on duty.The sentence was a
$270 fine, nine months of confinement at hard labor, rank reduced to private and a bad conduct discharge.The secretary of
the Navy later reduced the sentence to three months in the brig,
reduction to private with no discharge and no fine. McKeon
went back on active duty, regained his sergeant's stripes in
about a year and served another 16 years, retiring in 1972 with
time credited for his Navy service during World War II.But in
a real sense it was the Marine Corps which had been on trial.
For Gen. Randolph Pate, the only Marine Corps Commandant
to have been born in the local area (Port Royal, Feb. 11, 1898),
the failure of the training system was a larger issue than
McKeon.Pate ordered a separate recruit training command to
be established at Parris Island, and in San Diego, Calif., to be
commanded by a brigadier general selected by the commandant and answering directly to him.Each of the recruit training
commands was to be staffed with specially trained officers "to
supervise and monitor but not to supplant the drill instructors"
in the training of recruits.An inspector general was established
at Marine headquarters in Washington, D.C.What has been
described as an "uninterrupted flood of publicity by the press,
radio and television" divided the nation into opposing camps those who condemned McKeon and the perception of cruel,
sometimes injurious, recruit training, and those who sympathized with him, not wanting to see the nation's premier military service "go soft."The story began some minutes after 10
p.m. on Sunday, Apr. 8, 1956, when McKeon- a staff sergeant
and drill instructor - marched the 74 men of Platoon 71, "A"
Company, 3d Recruit Training Battalion from their barracks to
Ribbon Creek. After the recruits, with their individual

equipment, entered the tidal stream under darkness some
stepped or slid into water over their heads and panicked.Later
testimony indicated that McKeon knew the area and if the recruits had strictly followed his directions, they might not have
drowned.But because he had been drinking earlier, and he decided the platoon needed an unannounced disciplinary night
march and was the DI in charge when the drownings took
place, the court placed the blame squarely on McKeon."In conducting an unauthorized and unnecessary march by night into
an area of hazard ... which resulted in the deaths of six brother
Marines, (he) not only broke established regulations but violated the fine traditions of the noncommissioned officers of the
United States Marine Corps and betrayed the trust reposed in
him by his country, his Corps, his lost comrades and the families of the dead," said the Corps, in ordering a general court
martial.But, with national attention centered on the already
historic courtroom building and DI facility at Parris Island
(since destroyed by fire), a celebrated New York civilian lawyer, Emile Zola Berman - who later defended Robert Kennedy
assassin Sirhan Sirhan - volunteered to defend McKeon without pay.He mounted a massive public relations campaign on
behalf of McKeon.For three weeks there was testimony, including defense testimony by one of the Corps' most renowned
heroes, Lt. Gen. Lewis "Chesty" Puller, and the Marine Corps
commandant himself.There was also testimony that McKeon
was graduated from the base's DI school just three months earlier, ranking 14th in a class which began with 90 men and ended up with 55.Documentary evidence showed that McKeon had
also undergone a routine psychiatric screening three months
before and had been given the highest possible rating on
"motivation," "emotional stability" and "hostility factors," and
a better than average rating on "achievement."The psychiatric
unit's conclusion was that McKeon was a "mature, stable appearing Marine."On Oct. 18, 1956, McKeon - having already
served part of his time prior to sentencing - was released from
custody and restored to active duty, but with reduced rank.Over
the years at least two books have been written about the Ribbon Creek tragedy and infrequent interviews were done with
McKeon, who lived out his life in the Worchester suburb of
West Boylston.John Stevens III, a former Marine and now a
Massachusetts judge, authored the most recent book, "CourtMartial at Parris Island: The Ribbon Creek Incident," and was
at Parris Island in October signing copies.McKeon is survived
by his wife, five children and eight grandchildren. He remained
a member of the Marine Corps League. Burial on Nov. 15 was
in St. Joseph's Cemetery, Leicester, Mass.
Reporter Mark Kreuzwieser contributed to this report.
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3/16/2011 By Cpl. Thomas W. Provost, Marine Corps
Forces Special Operations Command

U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Special Operations Command celebrated its fifth birthday, which was on Feb.
24, 2011, with a ceremony and presentation of annual
awards at the 1st Marine Special Operations Battalion
headquarters building March 2, 2011.
A simultaneous ceremony was held at Camp Lejeune which was linked via video teleconference to the West
Coast event.
The awards presented included the MARSOC Commander’s Award of Excellence, Special Operations Forces Support Marine of the Year, MARSOC Instructor of
the Year, SOF Operator of the Year,
MARSOC Marine of the Year, MARSOC Sailor of the
Year, and MARSOC Civilian of the Year.
MARSOC has come a long way in just a few short
years. Beginning with former Secretary of Defense,
Donald Rumsfeld, directing the formation of MARSOC in
October of 2005, the command was born on Feb. 24,
2006.
“Although we are relatively young, we bring 235 years
of ethos that has thrived in chaos and friction and is
comfortable in the uncertainty of combat,” said Maj.
Gen. Paul E. Lefebvre, MARSOC commander, during a
speech at the ceremony.
Even though MARSOC is still a new command within the U.S. Marine Corps and U.S. Special Operations
Command, special operations is not a new concept with
Marines.
“The Marines of MARSOC continue to build upon the
war fighting excellence established by the Marine Raiders of 1941,” said Capt. Waiann W. Mai, the ceremony’s
narrator.
The Raider units were a highly trained and lightly
armed force whose mission had three categories: make
amphibious landings ahead of larger landings on beaches thought to be inaccessible, surprise raids requiring
swiftness and conduct operations behind enemy lines
utilizing guerrilla tactics.“Edson’s Raiders of the 1st Marine Raider Battalion and Carlson’s Raiders of the 2nd
Marine Raider Battalion are said to be the first U.S. special operations forces to form and see combat in World
War II,” said Mai.As advances in aviation brought about
the more common use of helicopters, the Commandant
of the Marine Corps approved the activation of Marine
Test Unit 1 in 1954.
“This unit developed and performed innovative clandestine insertion methods before the Navy SEALs and
the Army’s Green Berets (U.S. Army Special Forces),”
said Mai.
These methods were then practiced and developed
further in between conflicts with Test Unit 1 until Marine force reconnaissance units were created after combining Test Unit 1 and the Amphibious Reconnaissance
Battalion to create the first force reconnaissance companies.

“Force reconnaissance companies deployed to Vietnam in
1965 and operated independently behind enemy lines, conducting deep reconnaissance and direct action using heliborne
and waterborne insertions and extractions,” said Mai.
“An agreement between the Marine Corps and U.S. Special Operations Command lead to the activation of Marine
Corps Special Operations Command Detachment 1 on June
19, 2003,” said Mai. “As the Global War on Terrorism drew
more and more heavily on special operations units it was decided to formally incorporate a Marine special operations
force element into SOCOM to ensure success in the long war
ahead.”
MARSOC has come a long way in just five years but will
continue to grow in the future and uphold Marine Corps traditions which is described in the motto, “Marines are who we
are, special operations are what we do.”
Lefebvre stated that MARSOC’s successes are due to the accomplishments of its Marines, Sailors, civilians and most importantly their families.
“Our goal will never be to merely participate, it will be to
lead the effort. We will never be happy with the status quo, we
are fixers and innovators and we must keep pressure on the
system,” said Lefebvre.

LTCOL BROOKS Has relieved LTCOL Jeffrey Tuggle
as CO of the 1s MSOB. LTCOL Tuggle was
last reported at the at the War College...God speed Sir!!!
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Shortly after 8 o'clock on Sunday night, Staff Sergeant Matthew C. McKeon, favoring a pulled leg muscle, limped into the barracks of Platoon 71 at the U.S. Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C. As the shaven-headed Marine boots popped to attention, McKeon gazed coldly around and snapped: "Fall out in two minutes." The men—mostly 17-and 18-year-olds—grabbed for
their caps and fatigue jackets, scrambled for the door, formed outside the barracks. Lean, usually soft-spoken Matt McKeon, 31,
rapped out a crisp command and, using a broomstick for support on his lame side, hobbled off briskly into the moonless South Carolina night. The 74 boots of Platoon 71 followed him toward the salt tidal marshes of Parris Island, where death was waiting.
As Parris Island drill instructors go, McKeon had been gentle with the clumsy, eager boots of Platoon 71, whom he supervised as
junior D.I. under saltier, tougher-talking Staff Sergeant E. H. Huff. It was McKeon's first platoon after graduation from drill instructors' school, and he aimed to make it the honor outfit of the famed Parris Island boot camp. He encouraged the lads when they
shot low scores on the rifle range ("Don't worry, you'll get the hang of it"); he patiently repeated his drill instructions until even the
dullest could understand; and he conscientiously passed on to the boots the lessons of his eight years in the Marine Corps. As a
machine-gun section leader in Korean combat, McKeon had learned that survival depends on discipline. He had fresh in his mind
the grim stricture of the D.I. school: "Let's be damn sure that no man's ghost will ever say, 'If your training program had only done
its job.'" And McKeon saw disturbing signs in Platoon 71. "There are still men in this platoon," he fretted, "that could not have made
the grade in Korea."
That Sunday morning, during a smoke break, he had found some of the recruits stretched out on the grass, even sleeping, in
totally un-bootlike posture. Although it was Sunday, he had ordered a "field day" —a complete cleanup of the barracks with swab,
scrub brush, creosote and yellow soap. At supper that evening the watchful McKeon had noticed that some of his boots took second
helpings of dessert, despite his warning (as one recruit recalled) "against overeating sweets, especially when out on the rifle range.
It makes shooting more difficult." With calm detachment, McKeon ordered another scrubdown of the already bleach-cleaned barracks, then decided to interrupt it with the night march—a form of stern discipline that had helped make a Marine out of many another boot.
"We're going to the boondocks," the boots muttered to each other in the darkness. The column snaked in a northerly direction
across Rifle Range Baker toward Ribbon Creek, a murky, treacherous tidal stream that ranges from 100 ft. wide and 4 ft. deep at
low tide to 250 ft. wide and 12 ft. deep at high tide. To reach the stream, McKeon had to lead his men across a 100 ft. border of deep
black mud carpeted by yard-high swamp grass. He did not hesitate, although he later admitted that he had "never been in the area
before," a tragic lapse from the basic rule that a troop leader must know his ground. Behind McKeon, the recruits sank deep in the
mud, slipping and sliding and clutching each other for support.
McKeon reached the edge of Ribbon Creek—some 3,700 ft. from the platoon's barracks—shortly after 8:30 p.m. The tide, with its
strong current, was rising. McKeon stepped from the mudbank into the chill (58°) water and turned upstream, hugging the shoreline. Turning, he called out: "Everybody O.K.?" Behind him, the marching column was floundering. Again he shouted: "Everybody
O.K.?" The answer came loud: "No!" Men were deep in the mud; Recruit Raymond Delgado yelled that he was up to his chest in the
muck. McKeon turned to Recruit John Michael Maloof and ordered: "Go help them out." Replied Maloof: "O.K., but let me have
your stick." Using McKeon's broomstick, Maloof pulled Delgado on his way.
Moments later, McKeon took the occasion for a lecture. "Here's something to remember," he sang out. "When you're in water in
combat never go out in the middle. You make a perfect target, especially on a moonlight night. Keep close to the shore. Keep moving or you will bog down." Not everyone heard him; there was too much confusion. Some of the boots tried to joke. One yelled:
"Hey, something just swam between my legs!" Another found a short piece of rope and waved it, shouting: "Watch the snake!
Watch the snake!"
McKeon turned left, away from the mudbank, then another left, downstream. Here the current was swift, and the column became a mass of bobbing men struggling desperately to keep their heads above water. Someone screamed for help. Then, in complete panic, there was a mad, clawing rush for the mudbank. Recruit Lew Brewer saw that big (6 ft. 3 in.) Norman Wood was in
trouble. Brewer went to help, found himself pulled under water and fighting for his life against Wood's frenzied embrace. Brewer
freed himself and surfaced; Wood was nowhere to be seen. Recruit Thomas Doorhy dragged Donald O'Shea to sounder footing,
then left to help others. That was the last time anybody saw O'Shea alive. Recruit John Edward Martinez pulled Charles Reilly
shoreward to chest-deep water. Reilly gasped: "I'm O.K." Martinez left him—and Reilly disappeared. Recruit Joseph Anthony Moran (son of Actress Thelma Ritter) brought Leroy Thompson to relative safety and went out again. Thompson went under. So did
little Jerry Thomas. So did Tom Hardeman, the platoon's best swimmer, who had been helping others.
Out of the darkness came the shout of Recruit Melvin Barber: "Form a chain! Form a chain!"
Half a dozen men locked arms, others seized hold. One by one, the exhausted men of Platoon 71 reached the mudbank. The last two
half dragged to safety Staff Sergeant Matthew McKeon, who had worked himself to near-exhaustion trying to correct his dreadful
mistake.
McKeon staggered away to report the tragedy. On his own initiative. Recruit Leader Gerald Lagone ordered Platoon 71 to fall in
and report. The reports came: "First squad, one man missing." "Second squad, one man missing." "Third squad, one man missing .
. ." At that point McKeon returned and silently led his men back to their barracks.
This week Sergeant McKeon was in the Parris Island brig and Marine Commandant Randolph Pate was back in Washington
after conducting a personal on-the-scene inquiry. Congressmen cried for an investigation into the basic training methods that have
made the U.S. Marine Corps an elite. And. attended by Marine honor guards, off to home cities went flag-draped coffins bearing the
bodies of the six men that Drill Instructor McKeon's zeal and stupidity had left in the water of Ribbon Creek.
(Source withheld)
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In the U.S. Marine Corps, candidates for Drill Instructor
Duty are without exception volunteers. The tour of duty is
three years and is widely regarded as one of the most intense,
demanding, and important duties in the U.S. Armed Forces.
Since the duty is referred to as "Making Marines", it can often
be one of the most important duties of a Marine's career because the responsibility is most directly involved with creating the future Marines of the Marine Corps. Marines report to
either Marine Corps Recruit Depot Parris Island in South Carolina or to Marine Corps Recruit Depot San Diego in California, where they are assigned to Drill Instructor School. Upon
graduation, they are assigned to one of the Recruit Training
Battalions. Female Drill Instructors are only trained and only
serve at Parris Island because that is where the only female
Marine Corps recruit training occurs. Service as a Drill Instructor is considered a Special Duty Assignment in the Marine Corps (Or "B" billet), which is factored into consideration of a Marine's eligibility for promotion. A Marine assigned to DI School must be of at least Sergeant (E-5).
The school requires DI School students to complete every
task recruits are required to do. The typical training day begins around 4:00 a.m. (0400 military time) and ends around
7:30 p.m. (1930 hours), many times with specific training
evaluations and end-of-day cleanups that require even longer
days. At the end of each day, DI School students have to practice effective time management in studying for exams, practicing drill, rehearsing the teaching of drill movements verbatim and preparing uniforms all while still making time for
intense physical training. The school lasts approximately three
months with four classes running throughout the year.
Physical training or "PT" as a unit is conducted at least
three times a week, with each session lasting approximately
two hours. In addition to warming up, stretching, and calisthenics, students complete the "DI Playground" a circuit
course that focuses on enhancing upper body strength. Physical training also prepares the future Drill Instructors for the
Marine Corps Physical Fitness Test which consists of pullups, abdominal crunches, and a 3-mile timed run. Since a drill
instructor is often required to spend 20 hours a day or more on
his or her feet and to move fast at all times, various running
sessions are conducted to enhance speed and endurance.

BODFISH FOREVER
WE LOVE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WE ARE UNIQUE IN OUR INFORMALITY
WE RESPECT EACH OTHER
WE TAKE PRIDE IN TRADITION
WE SUPPORT OUR MILITARY PERSONNEL
WE HONOR AND REMEMBER OUR VETERANS
WE ARE SO PROUD TO BE MARINES

Students are led by their squad instructors in ability group
runs based on speed, gradually increasing distance and speed
throughout the course. Track workouts, formation runs, and
fartlek runs are also a staple of the training. Drill and discipline are crucial parts of the Drill Instructor School curriculum.
Every student is continuously evaluated, corrected, and
mentored, with special attention paid to the smallest of details, such as the placement of a finger within 1/4 inch of its
required location along a trouser seam, angle of the weapon,
and positioning of the student in relation to the unit. Required
knowledge is constantly taught and evaluated in the form of
written exams, practical applications, and inspections. Uniforms are inspected continuously, with surprise inspections
conducted randomly in addition to the scheduled inspections.
The drill instructor is expected to convey the best possible
Marine Corps image to recruits and to America and to conduct his/herself to the highest Marine Corps leadership and
integrity standards as well as to impart these standards to every recruit they train. Drill Instructors take a pledge which
consists of the following words: "These recruits are entrusted
to my care. I will train them to the best of my ability. I will
develop them into smartly disciplined, physically fit, basically trained Marines, thoroughly indoctrinated in love of Corps
and country. I will demand of them, and demonstrate by my
own example, the highest standards of personal conduct, morality and professional skill."
Upon completion of Drill Instructor School, Drill Instructors are assigned to Recruit Training Battalions as junior
members ("fourth hats", "third hats", "kill hats", "bobby", or
"bulldogs") of drill instructor teams. His or her job consists of
constant corrections, dispensing punitive "Incentive Training" (IT), and keeping unremitting pressure on recruits to pay
attention to details. He or she also teaches and reinforces academic knowledge to recruits. It is his or her duty to command
the recruit platoon for initial drill evaluation, in which, in
addition to the platoon receiving a score, the Drill Instructor
is evaluated as well. These new drill instructors bear the burden of responsibility for breaking down a recruit's sense of
self and selfishness, so that the more experienced drill instructors can focus the recruits on selflessness, obedience,
and fraternity.
After completing a few 13-week cycles, the drill instructor is moved up to the position of Experienced Drill Instructor
(EDI), also called the "heavy", "drill hat" or "J Hat".
(Concluded on next page)
50’s dudes will recognize the background image as that of
everyone’s favorite (then) pre-Ermy Marine Drill Instructor,
Jack Webb. Webb won undying fame in the 1957 Warner
Brothers motion picture “THE D.I.” as Marine Drill Instructor,
Gunnery Sergeant Jim Moor. If you’re greedy for more about
Ribbon Creek and Drill Instructors then go to Gunny G’s HU

http://www.angelfire.com/ca4/gunnyg/jackwebb.html
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(Continued from previous page)
The next step in a drill instructor career is becoming a Senior
Drill Instructor. Senior Drill Instructors hold a respected position which is distinguished by the wearing of a black sword
belt (or Sam Browne Belt, but without the shoulder strap) instead of a green duty belt. A Senior Drill Instructor is ultimately accountable for the training of the platoon and for the efficiency of his or her assistant Drill Instructors. Although Senior
Drill Instructors are NCOs (Sergeants) or Staff NCOs, their
position in the recruit training platoon is similar to that of a
Commissioned Officer Platoon Commander in a line platoon.
As such, they are further set apart from "junior" Drill Instructors.
After completing a number of cycles, drill instructors are
often assigned to (Support Battalion) duties outside of recruittraining platoons. Such assignments are referred to as quotas,
and include jobs as academic instructors, administrative duties
at Recruit Processing (Receiving Barracks, also known as Receiving Company at MCRD San Diego), martial arts instructors, Medical Rehabilitation Platoon (MRP) Physical Conditioning Platoon (PCP) Water Survival Instructors, and Basic
Warrior Training (BWT) Instructors.
Some drill instructors choose to do a second tour of duty on
the drill field. These volunteers still report to Drill Instructor
School, but are referred to as course challengers, and are only
required to complete a short refresher course. Multiple tour
drill instructors, based on rank and experience, are usually
assigned as Senior Drill Instructors, Series Gunnery Sergeants,
DI school instructors, Company First Sergeants, or Battalion
Sergeants Major.
While in Drill Instructor status, both male and female DIs
wear a World War I campaign hat with their service and utility
uniforms.
For their successful service, Marine Drill Instructors are
awarded the Drill Instructor Ribbon. This award is also given
to other enlisted Marines and officers assigned to the recruit
training environment, although these billets are recognized as
being less directly involved in actually training recruits such
as Series and Company Commander/ XO, Battalion Executive
Officer, S-3, and Commander, and various levels of Sergeants
Major at each Depot. At OCS, the ribbon is also given to Officer Candidate Company First Sergeant, Company Gunnery
Sergeant, and Platoon Commanders

- Thomas Paine -

EDITOR’S NOTE:
Please remove tongues from cheeks for serious discourse.

Reflections has relied upon a number of resources for
the preparation of this edition. Among the primary sources
you will find Wikipedia-the Online Encyclopedia, Time
Magazine, Life Magazine, The Carolina Morning News,
Headquarters USMC Historical and the personal recollections of the editor. Other resources, too numerous to list,
were also consulted. Attempts were made to elicit material
from drill instructions known by the editor to be contemporary with Ribbon Creek, but with no success.
The tragedy at Ribbon Creek reverberated throughout
the Marine Corps for months and the General Court Martial
of SSgt. McKeon was viewed with varied opinions throughout the ranks.
The writer can bear witness that serious hazing was not
unheard of at MCRD, San Diego in 1954 and that by any
standard some of the practices were extremely harsh and
uncalled for. Whether the harsh practices of some contributed to the effectiveness of Marine recruit training remains
debatable. Ribbon Creek, however, changed the nature of
Marine recruit training forever.
After a lapse of almost 60 years I have had the privilege
of interacting with young Marines in both Reconnaissance
and Special Operations units of the First marine Division. I
would testify that they are probably better equipped both
physically and morally for the rigors of the military profession than most from the era of the 1950’s.
Today’s Marines are the best trained combat force
on the face of the earth…. None superior In the entire history of the United Stated Marine Corps…..physically, morally, and mentally.
God Bless the United States Marine Corps.
SEMPER FIDELIS
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These are my recruits. I will train them
to the best of my ability. I will develop
them into smartly disciplined, physically
fit, basically trained Marines, thoroughly
indoctrinated in love of Corps and country. I will demand of them, and demonstrate by my own example, the highest
standards of personal conduct, morality,
and professional skill.

H. Campbell Photo—2009
H. Campbell Photo—2009

HISTORY OF DRILL INSTRUCTOR
SCHOOL
MARINE CORPS RECRUIT DEPOT,
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
Prior to the conception of the recruit depots and Drill Instructor
Schools, noncommissioned officers at the various posts and stations
trained newly joined Marine recruits in the "principles of military
movements" and the use of the rifle. The quality of training was as
varied as the number of bases and noncommissioned officers. In
1911, Major General William Biddle, 11th Commandant of the
Marine such training was inadequate and established the first centralized recruit depots at Norfolk, Va.; Philadelphia; Mare Island,
Calif. and Puget Sound, Wash. By 1915, East Coast recruit training
was centralized at MCRD Parris Island, S.C. In 1923, MCRD San
Diego assumed the duties as sole recruit depot for the West Coast.
During World War II, the Drill Instructor Schools were first
established at both depots, but shortages of drill instructors needed
to train the influx of new recruits forced the schedule to cover only
a couple of weeks. In 1947, academic instructors were added to
supplement the staff at the schools and the training syllabus was
expanded to ten weeks.

- Author unknown -

During the Korean War, recruit training was once again in high
gear and Drill Instructor School was reduced to 3 1/2 weeks. Exceptionally qualified privates first class were admitted to the school
until 1954 when enrollment was restricted to noncommissioned
officers.
Today, Drill Instructor School strives to be the premier leadership school in the Marine Corps. It encompasses over 500 hours of
academics, physical training and practical applications over an 11week course. Not only are students given a thorough review of all
military skills, but they are acquainted with an intensive indoctrination in the conduct, regulations, and procedures governing recruit
training. The students also undergo a comprehensive leadership
package that includes time management, communication skills, and
counseling. Squad instructors continuously evaluate and counsel
their respective students to ensure maximum performance.
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Once upon a time, a Marine asked a
beautiful Princess,
"Will you marry me?”
The Princess said “NO!!”
....and the Marine lived happily ever after and
rode motorcycles, made many deployments,
got good promotions and duty stations and
made love to skinny big-breasted broads and
hunted and fished and raced cars and went to
men's clubs and dated women half his age and
drank Whiskey, Beer, Tequila, Rum, did Shooters and Flaming Hookers and dated cheerleaders, almost movie stars, barmaids and kept his
house and guns and never got cheated on
while he was at work or on a deployment and
all his friends and family thought he was really
cool as hell and he had tons of money in the
bank, never heard bitching and never paid
child support or alimony, and left the toilet seat
up.
THE END

Bob’s grandson, Ethan Burgess, graduated from
Marine Recruit Training on Friday, 15 April 1911 and is
now a third generation wearer of the Eagle, Globe
and Anchor. Ethan has graduated as an expert rifleman and a first class swimmer and, although grandpa
is Recon, Ethan has requested duty as a paramedic.
God speed to a new Marine.

The discerning student of Reflections lore will immediately notice that this story begins with “Once upon a
time” and is therefore a bona-fide fairy tale and not a
Sea Story. Sea stories traditionally begin with “This
ain’t no shit.”
Thanks to SSgt. Richard Davidson for the story…..sorry Dick…….I had to soften
some of the saltier language .
HU

DISCLAIMER
Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the distinctor and are
not the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question. Likewise, all photographs are
to be considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No model
releases have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. All copyrighted material was copied
right. This publication claims no endorsement from any government agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack
Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American Military Brandy, Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco Fish Crackers,
Pepperidge Farms, the Pepsi-Cola Company, Gaylord Opryland Hotel, Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn or Boudro’s Texas
Bistro.
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